When invited to review this book I didn't really think I had the time but my curiosity was, of course, aroused (this is a book by 'the' Trivers!) so I had a look: I was instantly engaged. Despite my better judgement, I found myself simultaneously reading the autobiography of British comedian Frank Skinner (2002) . According to a review in The Scotsman 'Skinner has a pathological need to tell the truth-and that can only be to the advantage of any autobiography'. As for Trivers, I suspect that he has a pathological need to seek the truth, using, of course, an evolutionary approach. The pathology reveals itself in that there have been breakdowns and bitter rows over tenure (such things are mentioned, but not dwelt upon) but most importantly there have been superb insights into evolutionary biology.
The book follows a similar format to W. D. Hamilton's Narrow Roads of Gene Land (1996 Land ( , 2001 , but is less exhaustive in that not all of the author's publications are included. The 11 selected papers date from 1971 to 2000 and cover a range of interconnected topics arranged in 10 chapters. I had previously read only the first five papers, so it was good to catch up with Trivers' more recent work. Each chapter begins with an autobiographical account of his thoughts, feelings and actions around the time he wrote each paper; for instance, we learn that behind the insight known as the 'Trivers-Willard effect', an important sex ratio theory, Trivers' key contact with Willard resulted from undergraduate sex ratios varying greatly across subject areas (Willard being an immigrant male from Mathematics). His further thoughts on a given topic are also often documented, including such gems as 'How to write a classic paper'. Chapters conclude with postscripts, of greatly varying length, detailing events and reactions subsequent to publication, such as Trivers' disappointment at the lack of penetration of natural selection thinking into the social sciences. This autobiographical glue binding the papers together is, of course, all new. Whether or not you like this sort of thing will depend on whether you like to keep your science dry and impersonal, in which case you may as well stick to reading just the original papers in your library, or whether knowing the narrative, social and historical context of these works helps you to understand and remember them. I suspect most of us would subscribe to the latter view: after all, we could arguably call ourselves Pan narrans, the storytelling chimpanzee (Pratchett et al. 2002) . I personally can no more resist reading Trivers' recollections of meeting Hamilton than Hamilton's (1996) account of meeting Trivers, especially since these two authors are responsible for some of the most major advances in understanding sex ratio evolution, a particular interest of mine.
One striking feature of Trivers' papers is that most contain very little mathematics, but there is plenty of verbal logic. We learn that he gave up on mathematics in dismay and disgrace at an early stage in his research career, yet he has managed significant theoretical contributions. In recognition of the limitations of verbal arguments, Trivers teamed up with able mathematical biologists for some of his investigations but usually worked by nonmathematical brain power alone. As a poor mathematician myself, I found this rather encouraging. It also means that the book is suitable for reading in bed without falling asleep over pages of baffling formulae.
Trivers writes with passion in his chapter on selfdeception, recalling a deeply frustrating childhood incident as well as his search for a career direction following his 'mathematical trauma', and includes two published papers on the subject. This is interesting stuff. One thing that has certainly puzzled me about my fellow humans is their incredible ability to concoct superficially sensible and fair arguments to justify their underlying selfinterested actions. How can well-educated, intelligent and logical friends and colleagues so frequently fail to see their own selfishness for what it is? Now Trivers has provided me with at least the beginnings of an answer: it seems that 'the social nature of the human being could easily induce self-deception, that is, that we are selected to deceive ourselves the better to deceive others'.
In his chapter on Haplodiploidy and the Social Insects, recounting the work leading to his 1976 Science paper, Trivers muses that having a research-only job is dangerous in that during times when one has no ideas one has nothing to do and the worry this causes can block further ideas. Teaching provides a focus, valuable interactions with students and mental rejuvenation. This is fine, as long as there is some time left for research. (I write this with feeling: see my opening sentence!) Another tried and tested technique used by Trivers is to 'sleep on it'. This led him to solve quickly the puzzle of why the sex ratios of reproductives reared by workers of the ant species Leptothorax curvispinosus are female biased when workers rear their own kin but unbiased when workers have been enslaved by the congener L. duloticus. Workers win queen-worker conflict over the sex ratio only when they have the chance to evolve countermeasures to the queen's manipulations, and enslaved individuals are at an evolutionary dead end. Sleeping also helped solve what he found a more tricky problem: why does the queen (in nonslavemaking species) lose the sex allocation conflict yet still dominate the workers in terms of male production? Ernst Mayr appeared in Trivers' dreams saying 'It's the chance of the queen dying'. Trivers then awoke and reasoned his way to the argument that in a queen-worker dispute, the death of a worker is of little consequence to the inclusive fitness of queen or worker, but the death of the queen could spell disaster for both. Having now read his autobiography, I would be more 
